Vocational and Technical School Ogulin
Tradition of 130 years

1885. School for processing wood and the production of watches

1910. Apprenticeship school

1929./1930. Trade and commerce school

1935./1936. Specialized school

1996. Vocational and Technical School Ogulin
Four year education:

- electrician
- computer technician
- technician for rail traffic

Three year education:

- mechanic
- machinist
- plumber
- hairdresser
- carpenter
BIKE-STATION

CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION
Project goals

- Better understanding of the implemented technology
- The advantages and disadvantages of the implemented technology
- Understanding of the environmental, economical and social aspects of the implemented technology
- Increase of investment in bicycles
- Inclusion of bicycles in town transport strategies
- Reduction of greenhouse gasses
- Development of new projects in the field of sustainable mobility
- Motivation for recreation and to experience the beauty of Ogulin and it's surroundings
Activity plan

- Scratch of info-station
- Building of info-station
- Request for bicycle purchase
- Purchasing bicycles
- Making posters
- Montageing of Info-station including all elements
- Renting out bicycles
Choice of location

- The best location was chosen in collaboration with the town department for urbanization.
- The chosen location was the most visited/busiest area of Ogulin near Hotel Frankopan and St. Hubert's, Frankopanian castle, Đula's Abyss and King Tomislav's park.
Choice of location
Cycling paths

- Cycle paths cover all tourist attractions in the Ogulin area
- In collaboration with the Tourist Board of Ogulin we designed cycle-friendly routes for Ogulin
- Cycle paths and all relevant information can be found by scanning QR-code
Map of cycle-friendly routes in Ogulin
Local route Dobra
Local route Sabljaci
Target market

- Tourists who visit Ogulin by bus or train
- Tourists who would like to sight-see Ogulin in a limited time and who do not have bicycles with them
- Local population in favour of a more physically active lifestyle
Participating Bike-station partners

- Town of Ogulin
- Tourist Board of Ogulin
- Hotel St. Hubert
- Foto Miro
Members of the team

- David Dadasović, 3b, computer technician
- Danijel Stipetić, 3b, computer technician
- Leo Domitrović, 3b, computer technician
- Filip Gašparović, 3b, computer technician
- Luka Vučetić, 2d, machinist
- Pero Pribanić, 2d, machinist
- Krešimir Cindrić, 2e, carpenter
- Josip Grdić, 2e, carpenter
- Robert Conjar, 3e, carpenter
- Josip Perković, 3e, carpenter

Mentor: David Fabijan
The process

Scetchses
Getting the building material
Solar panel
Bike-station in construction
Bike-station on location
Advertising flyers
Example of filling form for renting bikes

Name: ___________________
Address: ___________________
Number of your ID card/OIB: ___________________
Date and time of renting: ___________________
Date and time of returning: ___________________

With my signature I obligate myselfs to return the bike without any damage.

__________________________
Signature
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TOURISTS

1. Which country are you coming from?
2. You age?
3. Gender?
4. Which transport did you use to come to Ogulin?
5. How did you find out about this Bike-station?
6. Are you satisfied with the service of Bike-station?
7. Do you find the information that Bike-station provides useful?
8. Do you have any suggestions how to make service better?
Bike-station in function